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ace bikes get the good stuff.
Sometimes that means better
components like more advanced
suspension with more adjustability or a higher
state of tune such as motors that have had
special fuel maps made for a specific exhaust
system. Then there’s the “Trick Bits.” These are
parts that most stock bikes simply don’t come
with at all such as quick shifters.
The standard way to upshift is to get to
the top of the gear you’re in, back off the gas
as you pull in the clutch, shift with your foot
and let the clutch out as you open the gas.
Sounds like three steps, doesn’t it? Well, when
accelerating in a race, you want to get there
as fast as you can. Getting it done faster and
having less time off the gas is better.
Many riders do a “clutchless”
upshift with no added
equipment. This is simply

accelerating to the top of the gear they’re in
and quickly backing off the gas as they shift
the bike at the same time, and then they’re
right back on the gas. No clutch is used
and the idea is to do it almost like it is one
motion. The foot and hand act at the same
time, shifting as you back off the gas and then
immediately back into the gas. It takes as long
as it does to say “shift”: one pulse.
Done correctly, this is smooth, seamless
and is not bad for your transmission. Backing
off the fuel for that moment takes pressure off
the shift dogs in the transmission and since it
is time to shift anyway the bike just goes into
gear. This would not work with the bike only at
50 percent of the normal RPM shift point and
won’t work if done very slowly.
This technique is

pretty good and once mastered is very quick
with very little time out of the throttle, but there
is still some time lost: getting out of the throttle
to shift, no matter how quickly, does slow your
acceleration. What do we need, automatic
motorcycles? No, just quick shifters.
A quick shifter allows the rider to upshift
without doing anything except hit the shift
lever with their foot. Imagine that you enter
a turn in third gear and as you get the bike
upright and accelerate to the top of third gear
it is time to shift. All you need to do is shift the
lever with your foot. No clutch and no backing
off the throttle.
he quick shifter has a switch built into the
shift lever or the shift linkage that senses
you are shifting. This switch cuts the
fuel for you so you can stay wide open on the
throttle. The difference is it cuts the fuel just
for a few thousandths of a second and you
can’t move your wrist that fast.
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“

A quick shifter
allows the rider to
upshift without doing anything
except hit the shift lever with their foot.”
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A switch senses when you shift.
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Mark: Rather than run a horsepower/torque curve
we wanted to illustrate the benefit of utilizing a quick
shifter. The chart clearly shows the difference in
distance traveled over time. Being on the gas for more
time clearly allows the bike to cover more ground in
the same amount of time.
2WT: Does this hurt the transmission?
Mark: No, it actually is better for the transmission
because you can tune the amount of delay to
accurately allow the transmission to properly unload.

Mark: We use a Dynojet Power Commander
and quick shifter, which is $339 for the Power
Commander and $285 for the quick shifter option.
2WT: Should riders install it themselves?
Mark: A high-performance service center or local
dealer should be used to install this equipment so
they can properly set the shift-kill duration.

2WT: Could you shift normally if you wanted?
Mark: Yes, if you choose to use the clutch the shifter
still cuts out for a few milliseconds but this would not
interrupt normal operation of the clutch.
2WT: How much does this type of system cost?

This chart was made on the Super-Flow Dyno at
Celtic Performance

Celtic Performance is based in North New
Jersey and runs a privateer AMA Pro race
team. Crew Chief Mark Rozema surprised
a lot of AMA Pro teams last year when his
Yamaha R6 and rider Chaz Davies beat factory
teams on a regular basis. In fact, they set pole
position a couple of times. We went to the
team’s race shop to evaluate the benefit of
using a quick shifter.
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f you were accelerating side by side with
an exactly equal motorcycle but your
opponent had to keep backing off the gas
to shift and you could just hit the shifter, only
losing a few thousands of a second each time,
you should get there first.
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